
Get ready for high-impact strategies. Unique, breakthrough exercises. 
Confidence-packed content. All aimed at helping you get what you want, 

when you want it, using the tools you already have
 (but maybe haven’t been using).

Welcome to the Course.

The Black Belt
The black belt has long been synonymous with the highest levels of 
competence and achievement. It is a rank earned by few and respected 
by many. 

Its weaIts wearers have endured repeated conflict and challenge—but ultimate-
ly persisted. In the end, they emerge empowered, transformed, and 
ready for whatever may cross their path.

This course was made for those people—people who always wanted 
more from life, and finally committed to doing whatever it takes to get 
it. This course was made for you.

It just so happens that the content which follows is dedicated to improv-
ing your most effective weapon on the battlefield (and sandbox) of life: 
your communication skills. 

But while on the path, be patient with yourself: Blackbelt status does 
not come overnight. That is, oftentimes the lessons will excite you. 
Sometimes, less so. Either way, know that the sensei(teacher) uses 
unseen forces which are at work at all times to assist the student in 
his/her growth. This, and of course regular, everyday words. 

As you continue now through these lessons, you may also notice your-
self developing faster, embracing change easier, and overcoming old 
doubts and fears naturally. 

After all, the blackbelt communicator knows that when you learn to 
make words and language work on your behalf, the battle is already 
half won.

Disclaimers
The information, claims, topics, ideas, materials and/or products contained within this course are provided “as is” and without warranties of any 
kind, either expressed or implied. The author disclaims all warranties, expressed or implied, including but not limited to the implied effectiveness of 
the strategies and ideas listed in this course. 

The auThe author does not warrant or make any representations regarding the use or the results of the use of the services, products, information or mate-
rials in this site in terms of their correctness, accuracy, reliability, or otherwise. You alone are responsible for your actions, decisions and results in 
life and you alone assume any and all risk associated with use of this course and product material. 

By purchase and/or use of this product you waive any claim whatsoever against and hold harmless the author (and any of his officers, staff, advisors, 
representatives, or designees) that may arise from such use. Furthermore, the author shall not be held liable in any way whatsoever (including but 
not limited to, negligence) for any direct, special, or consequential or exemplary damages resulting from either your use of this product or your in-
ability to use it under any circumstance. 

The information contained in or made available through the course (including but not limited to information contained on message boards and in 
additional files) cannot replace or substitute for the services of trained professionals in any field, including, but not limited to, financial, medical, 
psychological, or legal matters. In particular, you should regularly consult a doctor in all matters relating to physical or mental health, particularly 
concerning any symptoms that may require diagnosis or medical attention. 

The auThe author and licensors make no representations or warranties concerning any treatment, action, or application of medication or preparation by 
any person following the information offered or provided within. You understand and agree that the information contained in this course is for your 
personal entertainment purposes only. The concepts conveyed and statements made throughout this product are personal opinions only.

How to Use this Course
This course is divided into convenient sections. Although best enjoyed in its entirety, feel free to skip around to the particular section that most 
suits your given fancy at any time.

The Communication Game: Introduction and overview.

Communication Skill Sets: Techniques for doing better at work and home in all things spoken.

When Communication Goes Wrong: Strategies for managing communication scenarios that take a turn for the worst. 

Conclusion and Bonus:Conclusion and Bonus: Final wrap-up. Extra bonuses for extended learning. 


